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Diffractive dissociation in DIS (DDIS)

Diffractive events characterised by an angular sector around scattered proton in
which NO particles were seen ≡ rapidity gap y0 (0 ≤ y0 ≤ Y , Y fixed).

Problem of interest: event-by-event distribution of rapidity gap y0.



Mechanism for DDIS

Low-k⊥ gluons which interact with target are produced at rapidity
y0 → leaving a gap y0



DDIS: Kovchegov - Levin equation

S(y): S-matrix element of the forward onium (qq̄) - nucleus scattering.

S2(ỹ): S-matrix-like function ∼ probability of having a gap ≥ y0

(ỹ = y − y0)

The Kovchegov - Levin (KL) set of equations for distribution of y0:

∂ỹS2 ∝ (S2 ⊗ S2)− S2, S2(ỹ = 0) = [S(y0)]2

∂yS ∝ (S ⊗ S)− S

⇒ analytical solution: BIG challenge!!



DDIS and parton genealogy
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(Diffraction, asymptotic)
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[B. Derrida & P. Mottishow (2016)]

(1D Branching random walks, asymptotic)



DDIS and parton genealogy

Numerical solutions of diffraction (KL eqs.) and ancestry problem
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Theory:
p(y0|Y ) = const ×

[
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]3/2



Prospective works (on diffraction)

X Determination of ”const”

X Estimation of sub-asymptotic (low Y) corrections

X Phenomenology for a future electron - ion collider

X Extension to diffractive proton - nucleus scattering (LHC)


